SCOUTS PROVE THEIR METTLE DURING OVERNIGHT THUNDERSTORM
Eldot’s fourth novel Thunder and Lightning is more action filled than ever
Portland OR, August 1, 2011—Once again, fans have prevailed; the release date was
moved up a month. Like the previous three books in the Little J and Roger series, it
appears as an e-book in two versions, simultaneously. At Smashwords it is converted
into all e-book reader formats. [http://www.smashwords.com/books/view/78166]
At Diphra.com, the premium PDF version simulates a print book, including page
numbers and detailed indexing. Numerous extra features, supplemental information, and
samples are available at the websites. [http://www.diphra.com and
http://www.littlejandroger.com]
Eldot continues his coming of age novel with more fast-paced activity. The second fun
filled week at camp continues with surprises, challenges, successes and a few
disappointments. There are romances, and there are lots of extra-curricular activities.
Tony in particular has a good time.
The ninth day at Camp Walker begins just after midnight at the lake. Robin and Jack
complete their overnight adventure, though not without a surprise. They are able to make
it back to their camps undetected, but only just.
Many stories are in play, making this the most action packed book in the series. Geoff
continues his quest to seduce scoutmaster Mark; will he succeed, or settle for his pursuit
of Leonard? Will Danny’s plans for Julian proceed smoothly? Will Tom and Nick’s
Love Palace remain undiscovered? Will Freddy and Andy’s “tournament” be a success?
And will Kurt remain satisfied with Sid? Will Julian and Mark continue to flourish, or
will their relationship be tested?
The weather springs a surprise on Wednesday, and an accident at the lake brings
unexpected opportunities. Several camp staff members come to the fore, including the
jolly Medical Officer and the curmudgeonly Quartermaster.
Thunder and Lightning is 105, 300 words
About Eldot: He is a longtime resident of Portland, and is retired. He has a number of
years of writing experience, but the Little J and Roger series is his first venture into
published fiction. He uses a pen name for a variety of reasons, public and personal. A
brief profile is available at http://www.diphra.com, and at Smashwords.
About Smashwords: Smashwords operates the world's leading e-Book publishing and
distribution platform. They make it easy for authors and publishers to publish and
distribute their works instantly through all major e-Book vendors including Apple ibooks,
Barnes & Noble Nook, Amazon Kindle, Sony, Kobo and Diesel. They can be found on
the web at http://www.smashwords.com.
Contact: http://www.diphra.com/Feedback.html

